We examine the time variation problem of solar neutrinos in the spin-flavour precession mechanism taking into account the ν e -ν µ mixing. The models with the small and large mixing angle are studied. It shows that the models which realize m νeνe ∼ m νµνµ ≪ m νeνµ and m νeνe ∼ m νµνµ > ∼ m νeνµ seem to have preferable time variation features. It is very interesting that the former type of models can give the large magnetic moment to neutrinos and also suppress the radiative mass correction naturally.
1.Introduction
The solar neutrino problem is one of the challenging problems in the recent neutrino physics [1] . So called solar neutrino problem has two aspects. One of them is the depletion of the solar neutrino flux in comparison with that predicted from the standard solar model (SSM) [2] . This has been pointed out by the radio chemical 37 Cl experiments of
Davis and his colaborators [3] . Recently it was confirmed by the waterČerenkov detector in Kamioka [4] . Another aspect is about the existence of the time variation of the solar neutrino flux anti-correlated with the sunspot activity. The 37 Cl experiment shows this anti-correlation [3] . On the other hand the data of KamiokandeII experiment suggest that it is constant in time [4] . At a first sight there seems to be a discrepancy if we consider these results seriously.
For the former problem there is a very simple solution called MSW [5] [6], which uses the resonance enhancement of the neutrino oscillation in the matter. But this mechanism cannot explain any kind of time variation. To explain the time variation problem, we need other mechanisms. If neutrino has considerably large magnetic moment, neutrinos precess into the sterile or other flavor neutrinos in the magnetic field in the sun as suggested in some papers [7] [8] [9] [10]. This mechanism seems to be able to explain both aspects of the problem except for the discrepancy about the time variation between two detectors.
However, it needs rather large extensions of the standard model to make the neutrino magnetic moment large. There are many trials toward the model construction [11] [12] .
Simple minded extensions bring also the large mass correction and are ruled out from the experimental neutrino mass bound.
In the previous work [13] we showed the possibility that in the spin-flavor precession mechanism there are some parameter regions which can explain the difference in the time it can react toν e , ν µ ,ν µ also. These differences can produce the apparent discrepancy between two experimental results.
In this paper we extend this analysis into the case where ν e -ν µ mixing exisits and study the relation between the typical neutrino magnetic moment model and its time variation feature of solar neutrino flux. We suggest that if we take such a view point, we may have a possibility to obtain the information on the particle physics models which produce the large neutrino magnetic moment on the basis of the solar neutrino experiments.
2.The mixing angle
As is well-known, to give neutrinos the large magnetic moment of order 10 −11 µ B which is an experimental upper bound, we must extend the standard model somehow. However, if we can make the neutrino magnetic moment large by a certain radiative correction, the same graph eliminated the photon line which contributes to the magnetic moment brings in general the large mass correction to neutrinos. To forbid such a mass correction, it is usual to introduce a Lagrangian symmetry G which may break down to its subgroup
In the most models H contains L e − L µ symmetry or its discrete subgroup.
If H is exactly conserved, only off-diagonal mass appears and there is no mass difference between the neutrino flavors and then the solar neutrino problem cannot be explained in the resonant spin-flavor precession[9] [10] . As the result we must break H softly to explain it. In this situation taking account of the radiative mass correction, there appears inevitably the extremely large ν e -ν µ mixing.
The mass matrices in the mass eigenstates (ν 1 , ν 2 ) and weak eigenstates (ν e , ν µ ) are related as
From this we get
and tan 2θ = 2m νeνµ m νµνµ − m νeνe .
In the model which has the restrictive symmetry, m νeνe , m νµνµ and m νeνµ can be considerably constrained. As an example, we take the model proposed by Babu et al. [12] . tions about the features of the various models of large transition magnetic moment. This is the subject in the following arguments.
Time evolution of the solar neutrino
We consider the solar neutrino problem in the framework of the spin-flavor precession mechanism with non-zero ν e -ν µ mixing angle θ. As discussed in the previous part, we should note that this is the general situation in the model with large transition magnetic moment. Here we restrict our study to two flavors case.
The time evolution equation of the neutrinos in the magnetic field B is expressed in the weak interaction basis as
sin 2θ 0 Bµ
sin 2θ
Bµ 0
a e and a µ are the coherent scattering effect of neutrinos with matter and expressed as
G F is Fermi coupling constant. n e and n n are the electron and neutron number densities in the sun, respectively. 2 n e is known to be approximately represented [2] as
Since we consider the neutrino relativistic, we take r = t. In our discussion we assume that B is constant throughout the sun and Bµ ∼ 10 −16+y eV. This corresponds approximately 2 In the following study we use n n ≃ 1 6 n e in the sun.
to µ ∼ 10 −11 µ B and B ∼ 10 4+y G. y represents the change of the magnetic field and we take 0 < y < 3.
We are interesting in the time variation feature of the solar neutrino flux , particularly, and then for a while we focus our attention on (ν e ,ν µ ) sector of eq. (4),
There are two possibilities for the large ν e →ν µ transition. One is the resonant spin-flavor precession in the sun and the other case has no resonance in the sun but has the large precession because of Bµ >
At first we consider the former possibility. As suggested in refs. [9] [10], this precession ν e →ν µ has the resonance structure. The resonance occurs at
cos 2θ = a e + a µ . If we require this resonance point to exist in the convection zone (0.7R ⊙ ≤ r ≤ R ⊙ ),
cos 2θ
should satisfy
This condition is necessary to be satisfied to explain the sufficient time variation of solar neutrinos anti-correlated with sunspot nembers. To see the qualitative feature of ν e →ν µ transition we solve eq. (7) around the resonance point following Landau and Zener [15] .
The transition amplitude is expressed as
where
cos 2θ|
β is the angle which is used to diagonalize the matrix in the right-hand side of eq. (7) and tan 2β = 2Bµ
Here we introduced the correction 1 − tan 2 β N =0 which is due to the specific electron density function we used here [6] . After substitution of eqs. (10) and (11) into eq.(9), we get
cos 2θ + (
For the electron number density (6) we have | [16] , we can express the probability P s such that ν e remains ν e on the surface of the sun as follows ) when the neutrino travels from the core to the surface of the sun through the resonance point. Here it should be noted that P s has the neutrino energy dependence as shown in eq. (12).
Next we consider the case in which no resonance is in the sun. To see the qualitative feature we consider that a e and a µ are constants for a while. If we put A =
cos 2θ −N and solve eq. (7), we get
For an effective ν e → ν µ transition Bµ > |A| should be satisfied and then the neutrino energy dependence in P s becomes very small. Here R corresponds to the distance where such a condition is satisfied in the sun.
In both cases we need to take account of the vacuum oscillation on the way from the sun to the earth due to the non-zero mixing angle θ. The ν e preserving probability on the earth is expressed as
if the averaging procedure of oscillation parts is justified (
D > π). D is the distance from the surface of the sun to the earth (≃ 1.5 × 10 8 km).P s stands for the value in which the MSW transition effect is also considered.
Time variation features
We proceed to the study of time variation features in the various models. Before it, it is useful to note that there exists the interesting situation where there is no time variation of P s associated with the change of magnetic field even if the neutrino has the large magnetic moment. In eq. (13) this is related to the adiabaticity(P x = 0) of the spinflavor precession[13] [14] . If cos 2β 2 ∼ 0 is realized in this adiabatic situation, eq. (13) shows
. On the other hand in eq. (14) it occurs as the averaging effect when
BµR > π(Bµ > |A|) and P s ∼ = In order to study the relation between the neutrino magnetic moment models and the solar neutrino time variation, it is very instructive to consider the two extreme cases, that is, sin 2θ ∼ 0 and ∼ = 1.
(i) sin 2θ ∼ 0 case.
In this case the main transition of ν e occurs almost through ν e →ν µ . Equations (11) and (12) become tan 2β ∼ 2Bµ
+ (
Because of sin 2θ ∼ 0, there is no vacuum oscillation and P e in eq. (15) is equivalent to the value on the surface of the sun P e ∼ = P s . The resonance condition (8) = 10 −14 eV (E = 1MeV) and
= 10 −15 eV (E = 10MeV). As easily checked by eqs. (16) and (17), these values show that for 1MeV neutrinos P x is nonadiabatic and can have rather large Bµ dependence in a certain Bµ range but for 10MeV neutrinos P x is nearly adiabatic and depends on Bµ weakly in comparison with 1MeV neutrinos (Fig.1) .
Moreover the very small cos 2β 2 is realized for 10MeV neutrinos but it is very large for 1MeV neutrinos (Fig.2) . As a result, in this case we can find parameter regions where the low energy neutrinos generally show rather larger time variation than the high energy neutrinos (Fig.3) . (ii) sin 2θ ∼ = 1 case.
In this case, from eq.(4) the neutrino flux can be expected to be sufficiently reduced (P s < 1 2 ) due to both the large mixing and the large magnetic moment effect as in pseudo Dirac case [17] . And also it seems to be possible to exhibit the time variation unless Bµ becomes too large and the adiabaticity or the averaging effect appears. Moreover, in the almost maximal mixing case there is an interesting feature. Kamiokande detector can interact with all of ν e , ν µ ,ν e ,ν µ in contrast with 37 Cl detector which reacts only to ν e . These cross sections for 10MeV neutrinos are [18] σ(ν e e) = 0.42σ(ν e e), σ(ν µ e) = 0.17σ(ν e e), σ(ν µ e) = 0.14σ(ν e e). As pointed out in ref. [17] , in the case of almost maximal mixing, independently of the initial values on the surface of the sun, 3 the vacuum oscillation from the sun to the earth causes the probabilities a, a,
for ν e , ν µ ,ν e ,ν µ , respectively. 4 Thus the detection ratio of two detectors are
This means that 0.2 < P Cl < 0.56 when 0.4 < P KII < 0.6. We can expect this amount of depletion and variation through the cooperation of the almost maximal mixing and Bµ effect as the psuedo Dirac case in ref. [17] .
Now we examine the relation between the models with sin 2θ ∼ = 1 and time variation features in more detail. At first we consider the case in which the resonance exists in the sun. In this case the time variation can be expected through the resonance effect. But the neutrino energy dependence of P s in eq. (12) and as a result we will not get the sufficient suppression of the flux. This case seems not to be so attractive.
Next we consider the case in which no resonance exists in the sun. From eq. (8) this is realized when
No resonance is in the convection zone in the sun but Bµ > N is satisfied in the convection zone. If BµR < π is satisfied, the change of magnetic field will be able to induce the sufficient ν e flux change. In fact as we found numerically in ref. [13] , there is almost no dependence on
cos 2θ in the form of P s derived from eq. (7) when In the resonant solution case where sin 2θ = 0, the necessary change of the magnetic field is only factor 2 or 3 and much smaller than the expected value. [13] This is because ν e →ν µ transition is the only origin of the depletion of the neutrino flux. The neutrino energy independence in P s does not seem to be matter for the explanation of the difference between two experiments because of eq. (18) . We should note that the model of ref. [12] and other models with similar kind of symmetries correspond to this interesting category of models. This model is realized naturally by m νeνµ ≫ m νeνe ∼ m νµνµ without fine tunings.
Here we comment a bit on the maximal mixing case (sin 2θ = 1). It can be realized in two ways, that is, m νµνµ = m νeνe = 0(∆m 2 = 0) and m νµνµ = m νeνe = 0(∆m 2 = 0).
The former case corresponds to the softly broken H type model and has the similar time variation property as sin 2θ ∼ = 1. On the other hand the latter case which corresponds to the exact H symmetry has no ν e → ν µ transition. It is similar to sin 2θ ∼ 0 case except for having no resonance. 5 No resonance means that P s has no neutrino energy dependence. 5 It should be noted that there might be a possibility to explain the solar neutrino problem even if
Thus the ratio of the time variation between 37 Cl and KamiokandeII experiments will become smaller than that of sin 2θ ∼ 0 case. The softly broken H is favorable for the explanation of the time variation problem also in the maximal mixing case.
Conclusions
From the study of extreme cases we found that the different θ models show the considerably different time variation of the solar neutrino flux due to the different reasons. And also our study suggests that only models with rather restricted sin 2θ value are natural as the large neutrino magnetic moment models and also can produce the sufficient time variation of solar neutrino flux for a certain parameter range.
The tipical models which give the large transition magnetic moment have the symmetry H which contains L e − L µ symmetry or its discrete subgroup. These symmetries are essential in these models to suppress the large mass correction and the rare process like More detailed numerical investigation will be needed for more quantitative arguments.
